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Image Vault MAX: A custom server-based DVR
system that can cover as many locations, and
cameras, as you need it to.

The country’s leading DVR can now monitor the whole country. 
Well, not quite, but close enough for even the biggest loss-
prevention concern.

Introducing Image Vault MAX: tailor-made, scalable digital video
security that delivers all the advantages of Image Vault across any 
size network. MAX is the perfect solution for regional retail loss-
prevention efforts, letting LP managers view as many cameras, in
as many locations, as they want – at the same time.

This server-based system lets up to 15 users view all cameras 
and Image Vault units from a single “Access Server” with one IP
address. For example, in a multi-location situation where each site
is connected to a company’s computer network, an operator simply
connects to the Image Vault access server. Then, any combination
of 64 cameras throughout the system – and ultimately, every Image
Vault unit on the network – can be accessed at one time, from one
user-friendly screen. If your application requires more than 64
cameras, Image Vault MAX can give you a networkable solution to
meet your needs...up to 640 cameras and up to 20 terabytes of
storage.

So what do you have to do to take your digital video security to the
MAX? Just call us to talk specs. For simplicity, affordability, and sheer
ease of use, nothing – absolutely nothing – can beat the MAX.

More features, more advantages, more capability: 
at one of the industry’s best values. Let’s build your
MAX today.

• As many recorders as you want, and as much recording time 
and disk storage as you need, with up to 16 cameras per unit 

• One single IP address

• Easy pull-down menu selection of single or multiple units for
simultaneous viewing

• Easy pull-down menus for individual Image Vault unit and
camera programming

• Multiple-user monitoring from multiple locations — anyone
authorized to connect can view activity; in fact, up to 15 users can 
watch the same, or entirely different, events simultaneously

• Administrative-level security and programming features

• Windows®-based system makes for instant comfort level in setup 
and operation

• 24/7/365 technical support with dial-in tech support and 
programming available

• Exclusive (Multiple Application Data Exchange) 
Interface links to and collects data from just about anything 
with an RS-232 port: access control systems, ATM systems, 
POS systems, alarm panels, you name it.
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